We derive estimators of the mean of a function of a quality-of-life adjusted failure time, in the presence of competing right censoring mechanisms. Our approach allows for the possibility that some or all of the competing censoring mechanisms are associated with the endpoint, even after adjustment for recorded prognostic factors, with the degree of residual association possibly different for distinct censoring processes. Our methods generalize from a single to many censoring processes and from ignorable to non-ignorable censoring processes.
possibly informative, censoring mechanisms. QOL adjusted failure time is defined by first assigning utilities to each of the patient's possible health conditions. A patient's QOL adjusted failure time is then calculated as the accumulation of the patient's utility from start of follow-up until the occurrence of a specific adverse event, such as death or disease relapse. For example, assigning a utility value of zero to time spent under toxicity or symptoms and a value of unity otherwise, gives a QOL adjusted failure time equal to the time spent without symptoms or toxicity-TWIST (Gelber et al. 1989) . Using more complex utility functions, one can take into account the severity of toxicity and other patient conditions such as symptoms of distress and functional status.
Zhao and Tsiatis, in a series of papers (1997; 1999; 2000; 2001) resolved a major methodological problem in the analysis of QOL adjusted survival data. Specifically, Gelber et al. 1989 and later Cox et al. 1992 noted that censoring due to administrative end of follow-up is generally informative for a QOL adjusted time endpoint even if it is not informative for chronological event time. This is because, as indicated by Cox et al., in two groups with identical censoring mechanisms, the group with poor QOL is accumulating QOL adjusted time slowly, and hence will tend to be censored earlier on the QOL scale. Zhao and Tsiatis applied the theory in Robins and Rotnitzky (1992) , to adjust for this induced dependent censoring. These authors, however, assumed that censoring and chronological event time are independent. van der Laan and Hubbard (1999), relaxed this assumption and assumed that censoring may depend on the event time through recorded time dependent and independent patient covariates. However, no paper exists that contemplates the possibility that several competing censoring mechanisms exist, some that remain associated with chronological event time even after adjustment for recorded covariates, and others that do not. Yet, this is not a disparate possibility. In randomized studies administrative end of follow-up typically induces non-informative censoring with chronological event time. In addition, loss to follow-up due to drop-out induces a competing censoring mechanism that is likely to be informative. Treatment discontinuation might induce yet another informative competing censoring process.
In this paper, we develop estimators of functionals of the QOL adjusted failure time distribution that can accommodate competing censoring mechanisms. Our estimators extend those of Scharfstein and Robins (2002) and Rotnitzky et al. (2007) throughout referred to as SR and RFBS. SR proposed an estimator of the survival distribution of chronological event time suitable for conducting sensitivity analysis under the assumption that some, but not all, joint prognostic factors for censoring and chronological event time are available. Their approach is to repeat inference under different values of a non-identifiable censoring bias parameter encoding the magnitude of the residual association between survival and censoring after adjusting for measured prognostic factors. RFBS extended this estimator to allow for the presence of competing censoring mechanisms. In this paper, we further extend the SR and RFBS methodology to estimation of the mean of a function of a QOL adjusted failure time endpoint. Our methods are suitable for conducting sensitivity analysis to different degrees of residual association with some, possibly all, competing censoring mechanisms after adjustment for measured prognostic factors.
